Pi Kappa Alpha Covid Policies
Guest Policy:
-Each brother residing in the house is allowed to have a maximum of two guests at a single time
-Guests must sign in on the provided sign in sheet located at both entrances to the house and provide the
brother they are visiting in addition to the time of entry and exit
-Gathering in central locations including chapter rooms, the basements, or an individual's room must not exceed
the current allotment provided by the University
-Guests must keep a mask on for the entirety of their stay with the exception of eating or drinking, and maintain
social distance with members they are not visiting.
-If Guests violate any of the covid guidelines and restrictions currently in place any brother who lives in the
house has the authority to remove the guest.
-Guest total is not to exceed 12* at any given time.
Events and Gatherings: (Prioritize Outdoor)
-The Chapter must conduct all official procedures virtually, over a meeting platform such as zoom, this includes
chapter meetings, executive meetings, and any large social event.
-To host an indoor event all guest policies will remain in effect and the host or brother sponsoring the in person
event must get approval from the residents of 513 Rugby Rd and the health and safety officer, at least 24 hours
before the event, providing the duration of the gathering, the activity planned, and the expected number of
guests/brothers. All covid health procedures must be followed.
-To host an outdoor event in the front yard or balcony, members must remain outside for the duration of the
event and only access the house for basic needs, the event must be scheduled at least 24 hours in advance
with the health and safety officer and follow all covid guidelines, including wearing a mask and socially
distancing. A guest list must be provided within two hours of the event and will be strictly observed. All groups
must still be in groups of 6* or less and spaced clearly from another group at least 10 feet.
Role of the Health and Safety Officer:
-The Health and Safety Officer will be in charge of enforcing all policies, maintaining the guest lists, and working
with brothers to approve all events and gatherings. The officer along with the fraternity will keep track of all
potential exposures and members in quarantine in a separate chat group, exclusively used for communication
about the current health status of members.
-The Health and Safety Officer will be nominated and approved by all members of the chapter
-The Health and Safety Officer will have final say on a violation and can hold all members accountable,
including the executive team, but will also be held accountable if violations are allowed to continue or frequently
occur.
Discipline:
-If a brother intentionally violates any of the policies or blatantly ignores procedure, all his guests will be
removed from the house and he will be fined 30$ for the first offense. If a second offense is committed, a 50$
fine will be enacted, social probation along with house suspension will also be considered if he is not a resident.
If a third major offense is committed he will be tried by the fraternity to include a longer suspension from the
fraternity up to the discretion of the members and the Sergeant at Arms.
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